abstract: Molecular technologies now allow researchers to isolate quantitative trait loci (QTLs) and measure patterns of gene sequence variation within chromosomal regions containing important polymorphisms. I develop a simulation model to investigate gene sequence evolution within genomic regions that harbor QTLs. The QTLs influence a trait experiencing geographical variation in selection, which is common in nature and produces obvious differentiation at the phenotypic level. Counter to expectations, the simulations suggest that selection can substantially affect quantitative genetic variation without altering the amount and pattern of molecular variation at sites closely linked to the QTLs. Even with large samples of gene sequences, the likelihood of rejecting neutrality is often low. The exception is situations where strong selection is combined with low migration among demes, conditions that may be common in many plant species. The results have implications for gene sequence surveys and, perhaps more generally, for interpreting the apparently weak connection between levels of molecular and quantitative trait variation within species.
continually reintroduced by mutation or gene flow. It may be balancing, actively maintaining alternative alleles within the population. Finally, selection may have no effect on allele frequencies, a hypothesis commonly known as selective neutrality (Kimura 1983) .
Neutrality frequently serves as the null hypothesis in studies of molecular variation (Tajima 1989; Kreitman 1996) . Estimates of sequence polymorphism, linkage disequilibria, and divergence are evaluated relative to the likely range of outcomes under selective neutrality. Different forms of selection produce different sorts of deviation from neutral expectations. Purifying selection tends to reduce polymorphism and may skew the frequency spectrum toward an abundance of rare alleles (Charlesworth et al. 1993; Williamson and Orive 2002) . The rapid fixation of an advantageous mutation can have similar effects on sequence variation at linked sites (Kaplan et al. 1989; Stephan et al. 1992; Aquadro 1997) . In contrast, balancing selection should increase polymorphism and can generate a distinct "haplotype structure" within a population. Selectively maintained alleles will accumulate genetic differences at linked sites if those alleles are maintained for sufficient lengths of evolutionary time (Hudson and Kaplan 1988; Stadler and Delph 2002; Tian et al. 2002) .
The neutrality hypothesis is less prominent in studies of variation at the phenotypic scale (but see Lande 1976 Lande , 1979 Lynch and Hill 1986) . In part, this reflects uncertainty about the distribution of mutational effects on quantitative traits. However, neutrality is neglected more frequently because there is little doubt that selection is important at the phenotypic scale. Field studies routinely reveal significant associations between trait values and fitness components, even with small sample sizes (Endler 1986; Kingsolver et al. 2001 ). Genetic differences underpinning variation in characters with demonstrable effects on survival and reproduction are not likely to be selectively neutral.
A range of different selection regimes can maintain quantitative trait variation, for example, heterozygote advantage, frequency-dependent selection, temporal varia- Clausen et al. (1948) . tion in selection, and genotype-environment interaction. However, the form of balancing selection most clearly demonstrated in experimental studies is spatial or geographic variation in selection. In a wide range of animal and plant species, phenotypic differences among populations reflect local adaptation and are therefore maintained by selection (Stebbins 1950; Mayr 1963; Endler 1977; Lewontin et al. 1981) . A classic example is depicted in figure  1 . Using a common garden experiment, Clausen et al. (1948) demonstrated the genetic basis of the striking geographical variation in morphology of Achillea lanulosa, which is likely a result of selection on variable climatic conditions. Scale is an important factor when considering the effect of selection in a spatially structured species. For a species like A. lanulosa, selection may be purifying within local populations (favoring multilocus genotypes closest to the local optimum). However, the persistence of distinct ecotypes that remain reproductively compatible generally implies balancing selection at the scale of the entire species. Spatial structure is obvious in some cases (e.g., fig. 1 ), but it may also be cryptic and able to exist on very small spatial scales. Local adaptation has been demonstrated at the scale of a few meters in plant populations (e.g., Schmitt and Gamble 1990) .
This article examines the implications of selection at the phenotypic level for gene sequence evolution. What patterns of sequence variation do we expect in genomic regions that harbor quantitative trait loci (QTLs)? Imagine a QTL subject to geographical variation in selection, for example, a locus affecting growth form in A. lanulosa ( fig.  1 ). We collect tissue from a large sample of individuals and sequence the genomic region containing the QTL. If we then apply standard molecular population genetic tests to the sequence data, are these tests likely to yield significant evidence of selection? I address this question by modeling neutral molecular evolution in sequences that flank QTLs. Patterns of variation are thus determined by mutation-drift balance, coupled with linkage to the QTLs under selection. Until recently, such a modeling exercise would have no direct application. However, advances in (Mackay 2004; see "Discussion") .
The Model
The simulation consists of three basic parts. The demographic submodel describes the population size, its distribution, and the life cycle of the organism. The latter subsumes the evolutionary processes of migration, genetic drift, and natural selection. The quantitative genetic submodel describes the genetic underpinning of the character. The fitness of organism, which is assayed in the demographic submodel, is determined partly by this character value. The molecular submodel describes gene sequence evolution within flanking regions of 10 QTLs. The two genetic submodels contain the mutational processes at the QTL and sequence levels, respectively. Table 1 provides a summary of parameters.
The Demographic Submodel
The total population consists of N diploid individuals, which I initially assume to be distributed into two "demes" of equal size. There is symmetric migration between demes (characterized by the migration rate m), and each is subject to selection toward a deme-specific optimum. At the beginning of a generation, each zygote is formed from two gametes, either of which may be local (with probability ) or migrant (with probability m). Given the an-1 Ϫ m cestral deme, the parent is selected according to probabilities determined by the relative fitness of individuals. Each deme has a distinct phenotypic optimum, , and the * Z i fitness function (within demes) is Gaussian. For an individual with phenotypic value x in deme i, its fitness is * 2
where V S is the variance of the fitness function within a deme (Lande 1975) . The selection regime is defined by the amount of difference between deme optima ( ) and the rate at * * Z Ϫ Z 1 2 which fitness declines as individuals deviate from the (local) optimum. Selection becomes weaker as V S increases. For (see "The Quantitative Genetic Submodel"
for a definition of V E ), the quantitative trait is effectively neutral, and I use this special case to confirm the validity of the molecular evolution model (see below). This scheme represents a case of "soft selection" because individuals are competing against other deme members and the production of migrants is independent of deme mean fitnesses. The evolutionary processes of genetic drift and migration are essentially contained within the gametic selection regime of the simulation model.
The Quantitative Genetic Submodel
I assume that L loci contribute additively to variation in a quantitative trait. At each QTL, two alleles are possible (the high allele and the low allele). Each high allele increases the phenotypic value by an amount d, while the low allele reduces the phenotype by an equivalent amount (heterozygotes make no net contribution). The genotypic value is the sum of allelic contributions across QTLs. The minimum genotypic value is Ϫ2Ld (for individuals that are homozygous low across QTLs), and the maximum is 2Ld (for individuals that are fully homozygous for high alleles). The phenotypic value of an individual is equal to its genotypic value plus an environmental effect. The environmental effect is drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance V E . A gamete is formed by randomly selecting one allele at each QTL from the parental genome. I assume that all QTLs are unlinked, so sampling is independent for each locus. Mutation may occur at this stage; alleles mutate to the alternative form with probability m. For each parameter combination, I compare the observed genetic variance in the quantitative trait (V G ) with that expected under neutrality. Let V n denote the expected genetic variance under mutation-drift balance (without selection). I classify selection at the phenotypic scale as "purifying" if the average V G from a simulation is less than V n and as "balancing" if it is greater than V n . An equation for V n is obtained by noting that, under the assumptions outlined above, the genetic variance contributed by a QTL is , where p is the frequency of the high allele 2 8p(1 Ϫ p)d (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . Since QTLs are unlinked, it is reasonable to assume that loci will be in linkage equilibrium if the trait is neutral (though not necessarily with selection). The expected genetic variance, E(V G ), thus equals . The probability density function 2 8Ld E[p(1 Ϫ p)] for p under neutrality is a special case of Wright's formula (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1937 . Integrating over this distribution, we find that and
n ( )
With trait minima and maxima of Ϫ10 and 10, respectively, and .
The Molecular Submodel Molecular evolution is tracked within the flanking regions of 10 QTLs. Each flanking region is a nonrecombining sequence of nucleotides subject to infinite site mutation (Kimura 1983) . Novel mutations are introduced at rate u. The quantity u is essentially the product of the neutral mutation rate per site times the number of sites in the flanking region. Thus, variation in the length of flanking sequences is absorbed into u. I assume that there is no recombination between the flanking region and QTLs (see "Discussion" for a comment on this assumption). The simulation tracks the identity of all mutations within the flanking region of each allele, as long as those mutations remain polymorphic within the population as a whole.
Parameter Values, Sampling Regime, and Molecular Statistics
A simulation run consists of 11 successive intervals, each 10 5 generations in duration. The optimum phenotype is the same in each deme during the first interval ( * Z p 1 ). With sufficient migration among demes, this is * Z p 0 2 effectively equivalent to stabilizing selection on a single deme (but see Goldstein and Holsinger 1992) and thus provides an opportunity to consider the form of purifying selection most frequently considered in theoretical studies. The optima of each niche progressively diverge in subsequent intervals, increasingly negative in niche 1 and increasingly positive in niche 2. The difference between optima increases by a single unit with each interval: and * Z 1 are Ϫ1/2 and 1/2 in the second interval, Ϫ1 and 1 in * Z 2 the third interval, and eventually, Ϫ5 and 5 in the final interval. In generation 0, each individual is heterozygous at each QTL. Flanking regions of QTLs are free of neutral mutations and thus monomorphic within the population. Five independent simulation runs were performed for each parameter set.
In analyzing the model, I vary the number of QTLs while holding the minimum genotypic value to Ϫ10 and the maximum to 10. This implies that . In add p 10/2L dition, I set throughout, as it is typical in quan-V p 1 E titative genetics to standardize variation in both phenotype and fitness relative to V E (e.g., Lynch 1988) . The implication of these assumptions is that the maximum difference in phenotypic optima between demes is 10V E and the maximum possible range of genotypic values is 20V E .
For all simulations described in this section, I assume , , and . The value for m Ϫ3 3 m p 0.01/(2L) u p 10 N p 10 is based on empirical estimates of 10 Ϫ2 for the total mutation rate affecting quantitative traits (Turelli 1984 ; see also Lynch and Walsh 1998, pp. 337-339) . For this model, the total mutation rate for the trait is . Regarding the 2Lm other parameters, N was made as large as practical (given current technology) and u as small as practical, so that the product . While N is likely to be substantially Nu p 1 greater than 10 3 for most natural species and u substantially less than 10 Ϫ3 (unless a very long flanking sequence is considered), the amount of variation under neutrality is determined primarily by the product Nu (Kimura 1983; Hudson 1990 ). With , the simulations yield polyNu p 1 morphism levels comparable to those in empirical studies (see below).
Within a simulation run, the distribution of variation at QTLs equilibrates quite quickly after each change in fitness optima (the deme means and variances). However, molecular evolution requires more time to reach statistical equilibrium. For this reason, I do not begin sampling to estimate molecular variation until 10 4 generations into each interval (10 times the population size). After the "burn-in" within each interval, I sample 100 individuals randomly (without regard to deme) every 200 generations. The mutational composition of each flanking sequence is determined for a single haplotype of each sampled individual at 10 QTLs. For each QTL, I determine the number of polymorphic sites (S) and average pairwise difference (p) among sequences in the sample. I also calculate the neutrality test statistics D (Tajima 1989) and Z nS (Kelly 1997) and determine whether these values are statistically significant. The critical values for the significance tests are conditioned on S for the sample (Hudson 1993; Simonsen et al. 1995; Kelly 1997) . Concurrent with analysis of the flanking sequences, I calculate the mean and genetic variance of the full population and the means and variances (genotypic and phenotypic) within each deme. Finally, the program tracks the age of all neutral mutations within flanking regions. While these ages are not directly measurable in empirical studies, they are useful for interpreting the simulation results (see "Discussion").
The results from all 10 QTL flanking regions are distilled into the averages for S and p and the fraction of loci yielding significant tests for D and Z nS . Successive samples within a simulation run provide a series of unbiased but nonindependent estimates for the probability of a significant test result. They are based on distinct samples but from populations with a common evolutionary history. Thus, I average all estimates within each interval of a simulation run. Five independent simulation runs are conducted for each parameter set, and the set of run-specific averages provides a valid standard error for estimates. In most cases, estimates were very similar across replicates.
The values of molecular statistics are compared with their respective expectations under neutral evolution within an unstructured (panmictic) population. Given and a sample size of 100 sequences, the expected Nu p 1.0 value for p is 4.0, and the expected value for S is 20.7 (Watterson 1975; Tajima and Nei 1983; Hudson 1990) .
or population structure ( ) confirm these expecm p 0.5 tations. In these simulations, the average percentage of loci yielding significant tests for D and Z nS is approximately 5%, which is expected, given that test-critical values are based on a Type I error rate of 5%. 10). Biologically, the migration rate depends not only on the mobility of the organism (or its gametes) but also on the extent to which demes are spatially distinct. The highmigration cases include situations when the different habitats are spatially interspersed, for example, different host plants occurring within the range of a herbivorous insect. The simulations with essentially describe disrupm p 0.5 tive selection within a single deme.
Results

In
The fraction of significant tests for D and Z nS and the average values for S, p, the age of neutral mutations, V G , and the difference between the phenotypic means in demes 1 and 2 are given for each of these parameter combinations in appendix 1 in the online edition of the American Naturalist. Across parameter sets, there are strong positive correlations between the two measures of polymorphism (S and p) and between the frequencies of significant tests from D and Z nS (fig. 2) 
primarily because V n is greater with (note the dif-L p 10 ference in the scale of the X-axis from fig. 3A and 3C to fig. 3B and 3D ). The only cases where frequency of significant tests exceeds 50% involve high divergence between optima, intense selection ( ), and low migration V p 2
S (
). In these cases, the low migration rate is still m p 0.01 sufficiently high (averaging 10 migrants per generation) to prevent substantial differentiation by genetic drift alone.
Asymmetric Migration
A second set of simulations considers a "source-sink" migration scheme: individuals can migrate from deme 1 to deme 2 but not vice versa. The parameter m now denotes the fraction of gametes in deme 2 that are immigrants. This change in the pattern of gene flow affects both the maintenance of quantitative trait variation (the value of , given the selection scheme) and molecular evolution V /V G n in flanking regions (the power of D and Z nS , given ). A full summary of results is given in appendix 2 V /V G n in the online edition of the American Naturalist, excepting cases with . m p 0.5 As with symmetric migration, there are strong correlations between test results for D and Z nS and between average values of S and p across parameter sets. In all cases with moderate to high divergence among optima, selection maintains substantial quantitative trait variation (fig. 4) . However, for a given value of , the power to detect V /V G n selection in flanking regions is generally lower with asymmetric migration than in equivalent parameter combinations with symmetric migration (compare panels of figs. 3 and 4). As previously, the fraction of significant tests exceeds 50% only with intense selection and low migration between demes.
Three Demes
A third set of simulations considers the same total population size split into three demes of equal size ( ). As N/3 the optimum phenotype for demes 1 and 3 diverge, I assume that the optimum for deme 2 remains intermediate ( ). Migration is symmetric among demes, and m * Z p 0 2 denotes the probability that a gamete is an immigrant. Any immigrant is equally likely to come from either of the other two demes. As with asymmetric migration, increasing the number of demes does not prevent selection from maintaining high levels of quantitative trait variation ( fig. 5 ). As the optima diverge, the phenotypic distributions of each deme typically become distinct (an example is given in fig. 6 ). Again, however, for a given , the V /V G n power to detect selection in flanking sequences is usually lower with three demes than with two (compare panels in figs. 3 and 5). The fraction of significant tests is below 50% even with intense selection and low migration among demes. As discussed in greater detail below, appendix 3 in the online edition of the American Naturalist also contains a set of simulation results with lower mutations rates at QTLs ( ) and lower migration rates among demes sible for geographical variation in phenotype. The model has a large parameter space, and different outcomes obtain in different regions of this space. In most cases, however, selection substantially affects levels of quantitative genetic variation without leaving a pronounced signature in the patterns of molecular variation (app. 1; figs. 3-5). Gene sequences linked to QTLs may not be very different from sequences undergoing neutral evolution, at least in terms of polymorphism levels or the values for neutrality test statistics. A simple survey of gene sequences may thus greatly underestimate the frequency of selection at the phenotypic scale. The results may also bear on the noted lack of correspondence between levels of molecular and quantitative trait variation within species (Pfrender et al. 2000) . Selection is acting on QTLs across the full range of parameter sets. As a consequence, "fraction of significant tests" in figures 2-5 essentially estimates the statistical power of D and Z nS . Power is the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis (neutrality) when it is false. However, in contrast to most statistical situations, the low power of D and Z nS is not due to deficiencies of the experimental design, for example, inadequate sample sizes. Both statistics are strongly correlated with the average age of neutral mutations across parameter sets ( fig. 7) and are thus measuring the intended signal (as described in the introduction to this article). Power is low because phenotypic selection does not substantially affect the age distribution of neutral mutations in most cases. In other words, the simulated selection regime simply did not produce the signal these statistics were devised to detect.
Power estimates for D and Z nS that exceed 50% are observed only in simulations with intense selection ( ) and substantial separation of fitness optima be-V p 2 phenotypic values between Ϫ2 and 2 is about 1% (or less) that of individuals close to the optima of Ϫ5 or 5, regardless of where they reside. Selection may be this strong in some cases, but it can be far weaker and still maintain large amounts of quantitative trait variation. The low power of neutrality tests is surprising, given that, in most regards, the conditions of the simulations are favorable to detecting selection. First, the sample sizes prescribed in the simulations (100 sequences) are larger than those in most empirical studies. Second, I assume that there is no recombination within flanking regions or between QTLs and flanking regions. Either should reduce the signal of selection, although statistical tests can be adjusted to account for recombination within the flanking region (e.g., Filatov and Charlesworth 1999) . However, recombination between QTL and flanking region decouples the evolutionary dynamics of selected and neutral variation, greatly reducing any effect of hitchhiking (Hudson and Kaplan 1988) . The simulations also neglect gene conversion, which can further erase any signature of selection (Andolfatto and Nordborg 1998) .
Perhaps most favorably to detecting selection, I assume that the selection regime is temporally stable over many thousands of generations. In nature, selection is likely to change, and over geological time, high or low trait values may periodically be favored over the entire species range. This will likely cause a rapid decay of variation at both molecular and quantitative trait levels. However, quanti- tative genetic variation will recover much more rapidly than sequence variation once a multioptimum fitness regime is reestablished. This is a consequence of the higher cumulative mutation rate for quantitative trait variation than for nucleotide changes within flanking regions.
Three variants of the model population structure were considered, the simplest allowing a symmetrical exchange of migrants between two demes (app. 1). This model was generalized first to allow asymmetric migration (app. 2) and then to include a third deme with an intermediate optimum (app. 3). In detail, the effects of each generalization are complicated, but it is fair to say that neither asymmetric migration nor an additional deme is generally favorable to detecting selection. Across all three sets of simulations, the estimated power of Z nS is generally greater than that of D. However, the importance of this result should not be overstated. With smaller sample sizes, or if recombination occurs within the flanking regions, the power of D (or alternative abstractions of the mutant frequency distribution; e.g., Fu and Li 1993) may be greater than that of Z nS . The important point is that power of either statistic is likely to be lower than the estimates presented here.
QTL Mutation Rates and Genetic Redundancy
Balancing selection at the molecular level can maintain alleles within a population for long stretches of evolutionary time. There are at least two reasons why neutral mutations are unexpectedly "young" even when selection maintains large amounts of quantitative trait variation. The first is the relatively high rate of mutation between alternative alleles at QTLs. This allows "migration" of neutral alleles between genetic backgrounds, where backgrounds are defined by the identity of selectively maintained alleles (see Strobeck 1983; Hudson and Kaplan 1988; Kelly and Wade 2000) . Like recombination, this at least partially decouples the fate of QTL alleles and the neutral variation in flanking regions. Neutral mutations can drift to fixation or loss in the population as a whole even if initially fixed within the collection of haplotypes that harbor a particular QTL allele. In the bulk of the simulations, I assume , a value based on emm p 0.01/2L pirical estimates of 10 Ϫ2 for the total mutation rate affecting quantitative traits (Turelli 1984) . Unless L, the number of loci affecting the trait, is very large, this implies a rather high mutation rate per locus. With , L p 10 The high per-locus mutation rate of QTLs is not a sufficient explanation for the low power of D and Z nS . This is illustrated by simulations of the three-deme model using a more conventional value for the per-locus mutation rate, ( fig. 8 ; see last section of app. 3). Even with Ϫ6 m p 10 , the cumulative mutation rate for the quantitative L p 100 trait is well below empirical estimates. Despite this, power estimates remain rather low, exceeding 50% only when the genetic variance in quantitative trait values is at least 100 times greater than the neutral expectation. Figure 8 also indicates that the effect of variation in the number of QTLs is rather modest, at least over the range of L considered here.
The second explanation for the lower power of neutrality tests is that the criteria for defining selection as purifying or balancing are different at the molecular and quantitative trait levels. For a quantitative trait, selection can maintain variation in multilocus genotypic values (and thus in trait values) without preserving particular alleles indefinitely. This is a natural consequence of "genetic redundancy" (Brookfield 1997 ). Mutations at multiple, perhaps many, different genes can have similar effects on a quantitative character. As a consequence, a mutation at one locus can effectively substitute for an allele with comparable effects at another locus. Such substitutions might occur because of selection or drift but in either case will likely reduce the life span of individual alleles.
A number of different observations suggest that genetic redundancy is the rule, rather than the exception, for quantitative traits. Perhaps most basic is the fact that artificial selection on most quantitative traits can rapidly move the mean value of a population outside the original range of variation (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . Selection simply concentrates high or low alleles (across loci) into previously unrealized multilocus genotypes. This implies that individuals of intermediate phenotype within the original population were genetically heterogeneous, each harboring different combinations of high and low alleles across QTLs. Studies of transgressive segregation provide comparable evidence (Vega and Frey 1980; de Vicente and Tanksley 1993; Rieseberg et al. 1999) . Finally, different populations of the same species often respond to the same selection pressure with similar changes in phenotype. However, the underlying genetic bases of phenotypic responses are often very different (Cohan 1984a (Cohan , 1984b . Genetic redundancy can itself facilitate the maintenance of genetic variation in quantitative characters. Goldstein and Holsinger (1992) model evolution of a quantitative trait in a structured population with uniform selection. In their model, different local populations reach the same mean phenotype (as dictated by the fitness optimum) via different genetic solutions (different combinations of high and low alleles across loci). This substantially increases V G relative to an unstructured population experiencing uniform selection (see also Lande 1991) .
Combining Molecular and Phenotypic Data
The increasing use of genomic techniques is bridging the gap between molecular and phenotypic studies. Mapping experiments identify genomic regions that contribute to quantitative trait variation (Tanksley 1993; Mackay 2004) . While commonly denoted QTLs, these regions are generally quite large, containing many distinct genes. However, subsequent fine mapping (e.g., positional cloning) can resolve genetic differences to the scale of genes and even to the level of sequence variants. Paran and Zamir (2003) review studies that have successfully identified sequence-level differences contributing to quantitative trait variation in plants.
Mapping allows direct evaluation of QTL effects on ecology and fitness in nature (e.g., Schemske and Bradshaw 1999; Lexer et al. 2003; Weinig et al. 2003) . When particular genes can be identified, molecular population genetic studies (collecting the sort of data that are simulated here) become possible. Interestingly, a number of gene sequence studies have found significant evidence for balancing selection in Arabidopsis thaliana. There is extensive gene sequence divergence between susceptible and resistant alleles of the Rpm1 gene, which suggests an ancient, balanced polymorphism (Stahl et al. 1999 ; see also Tian et al. 2002; Mauricio et al. 2003) . Substantial divergence among haplotypes has also been documented within the promoter region of TFL1 (a gene involved in floral development; Olsen et al. 2002) , within two genes of the phenylpropanoid pathway (Aguadé 2001) , and between allozyme alleles of cytosolic PGI (Kawabe et al. 2000 ; see also Filatov and Charlesworth 1999) . Statistically significant values for D and/or Z nS are reported in each of these studies.
The population structure of Arabidopsis corresponds to the parameter region of this model that is most favorable to detecting selection at the molecular level. The species is structured into local races or types, and there is apparently low migration among populations. The estimated outcrossing rate of A. thaliana is less than 1% (Bergelson et al. 1998; Tian et al. 2002) , and the migration rate among populations is likely to be substantially less unless seed dispersal among population is common. Figures 3-5 
Summary
My purpose has been to consider the effect of selection at the quantitative trait level for gene sequence evolution and, in particular, the consequences for molecular neutrality tests. The simulations are a hybrid of simple but widely used models from molecular and quantitative genetics. I assume that quantitative trait variation is due to the additive contributions of many loci, each with two possible alleles, that is, the Latter-Bulmer model (Latter 1960; Bulmer 1972) . Molecular evolution within flanking regions is caused by neutral mutations introduced according to the "infinite-sites" model (Kimura 1983) . The selection regime is based on a mixture of Gaussian functions with demespecific optima. While simplified in many regards, this model effectively reproduces natural patterns of variation in morphology (compare figs. 1 and 6 ).
The assignment of fitness is a key difference between this and previous studies investigating the power of neutrality tests (e.g., Braverman et al. 1995; Williamson and Orive 2002) . I assign fitness to phenotypes, whereas it is standard in molecular population genetics to assign fixed selection coefficients directly to alleles (or diploid genotypes). The latter approach follows a long tradition in population genetics (e.g., Fisher 1930; Wright 1931) and is reasonable when there is a simple mapping from genotype to phenotype to fitness. However, most interesting phenotypes are quantitative: variation is caused by both environmental and genetic differences, and the genetic contribution involves multiple (usually many) loci. Even the simplest models that explicitly characterize the distinct mappings from genotype to phenotype and from phenotype to fitness suggest that selection on alternative QTL alleles will not be constant.
The primary conclusion of the study is that neutrality tests applied to genomic regions containing QTLs are usually ineffective at revealing selection on those QTLs. This rather counterintuitive result is due, in large part, to the fact that selection on QTLs is context dependent. Within a particular multilocus genotype, an allele is advantageous if it brings the genotypic value closer to the local fitness optimum. This obviously depends on the alleles present at other QTLs within the genome. The second context is the environment. A multilocus genotype that performs well in one area may perform poorly elsewhere. Migration will move alleles throughout the range of a species, further complicating the mapping from genotype to fitness.
With low separation of deme optima in this model, selection is typically purifying. In other words, the genetic variance in quantitative trait values (V G ) is less than its expected value under neutrality (V n ). Consistent negative selection against particular mutations can substantially reduce sequence variation, both at sites subject to selection (Williamson and Orive 2002) and at linked sites undergoing neutral evolution (Charlesworth et al. 1993 ). However, for most parameter combinations of this model where , there is no appreciable reduction in neutral var-V ! V G n iability (as measured by S and p; see app. 1). Under Gaussian stabilizing selection, selection against new mutations at QTLs is quite inconsistent. An allele that pushes the phenotype of its bearer away from the fitness optimum might be advantageous in that individual's progeny (depending on the genotypic value of mates and where the progeny reside). This, combined with the high mutation rate of QTLs, greatly reduces the signal of selection at linked sites subject to neutral evolution. As the separation between the fitness optima of demes increases, selection becomes balancing (
). This usu-V 1 V G n ally increases variability within flanking regions. However, the effect is typically rather modest unless (app. V 1 10V G n 1), and even then, the power of neutrality tests often remains low (figs. 3-5). The exception is circumstances with strong selection combined with low migration and/or extensive differentiation in local optima. While only a small fraction of the parameter combinations that I considered, this set of conditions may not be uncommon in many natural plant species (Levin 1988) . The results presented here seem discouraging for gene sequence surveys as a method to identify QTLs under selection. However, I considered only a fraction of the possible ways that sequence data can be analyzed. Calculations of S, p, D, and Z nS were conducted without regard to the phenotype or location of sampled individuals. Incorporating this information allows estimation of molecular differentiation between phenotypic or geographic classes (e.g., Akey et al. 2002; Emelianov et al. 2004) . The viability of these more refined approaches will be explored elsewhere.
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